Abstract-As sensors are energy constrained devices, one challenge in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is to guarantee coverage and meanwhile maximize network lifetime. In this paper, we leverage prediction to solve this challenging problem, by exploiting temporal-spatial correlations among sensory data. The basic idea lies in that a sensor node can be turned off safely when its sensory information can be inferred through some prediction methods, like Bayesian inference. We adopt the concept of entropy in information theory to evaluate the information uncertainty about the region of interest (RoI). We formulate the problem as a minimum weight submodular set cover problem, which is known to be NP hard. To address this problem, an efficient centralized truncated greedy algorithm (TGA) is proposed. We prove the performance guarantee of TGA in terms of the ratio of aggregate weight obtained by TGA to that by the optimal algorithm. Considering the decentralization nature of WSNs, we further present a distributed version of TGA, denoted as DTGA, which can obtain the same solution as TGA. The implementation issues such as network connectivity and communication cost are extensively discussed. We perform real data experiments as well as simulations to demonstrate the advantage of DTGA over the only existing competing algorithm [1] and the impacts of different parameters associated with data correlations on the network lifetime.
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INTRODUCTION
L AST decade has witnessed the rapid development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . Consisting of a large number of small-size limitedcapability sensor nodes, WSNs are widely used in a variety of application scenarios such as surveillance and environment monitoring. In all these scenarios, a fundamental concern is the quality of sensing, which is often referred to as coverage and quantifies the collected information about the region of interest (RoI). Traditional approaches to coverage are based on the idea that we can have complete knowledge about the RoI if every point in the RoI is covered. They use a perfect disc sensing model, and resort to computational geometry to get an optimal deployment of sensor nodes [2] , [3] , [7] . To ensure fault tolerance, kcoverage solutions have been proposed to guarantee that every point in the RoI is covered by at least k different sensor nodes. Traditional approaches offer general ways to address coverage, however, they do not exploit the unique characteristics of applications to enhance energy efficiency. Hence, they are conservative and, when used, will greatly restrict the network's potential in longer term sensing. For example, in target tracking [8] , coverage holes may exist and the performance of a WSN can be acceptable as long as any moving object or phenomena can be detected before it travels farther than a predefined distance threshold (regardless of its trajectory and speed). If we enforce the coverage of every point in the RoI, a large amount of energy will be squandered and the network lifetime will be shortened as a result.
Due to the limitation of traditional approaches on prolonging network lifetime, researchers are more inclined to address coverage for a specific application scenario [8] , [9] . In [9] , the statistical characteristics of event dynamic is exploited to duty cycle sensor nodes in the applications of event monitoring. The existence of coverage hole at certain time will not impact event detection ratio if events are absent during that time. It is shown that the network lifetime can be prolonged significantly only at a minor increase of event loss. And, it is also confirmed that prior knowledge of event dynamic is important to energy efficiency. Inspired by their work, we focus on how to extend network lifetime by exploiting prior knowledge of data structure in this paper.
Spatial data, e.g., temperature, collected by sensor nodes is well recognized to have strong temporal and spatial correlations [10] . We aim to exploit such correlations to improve energy efficiency and guarantee the coverage of WSNs. The basic idea is that once the sensory information at a sensor node can be predicted by other nodes, the node may be turned off safely without undermining coverage performance. How to select a set of active sensor nodes to perform prediction for inactive nodes is therefore essential to energy saving.
We measure the expected prediction error, also referred to as uncertainty, of the information at inactive sensor nodes by entropy, which is a well-known submodular set function [11] . We refer to a set of sensor nodes as a submodular set cover if only activating sensor nodes in the set can achieve no information loss about the RoI by using the entropy metric. Associating each sensor node with an energy-related weight, the problem boils down to finding a submodular set cover at each time slot to extend the network lifetime, i.e., minimum weight submodular set cover (MWSSC) problem.
As the MWSSC problem is NP hard [12] , we concentrate on approximation algorithms. Greedy algorithm (GA) [12] has been proposed to solve the general MWSSC problem, but it has two limitations: 1) it is a centralized algorithm and does not fit the decentralized nature of WSNs, and 2) it has an implicit, possibly unbounded, performance guarantee, in terms of the ratio of the obtained total weight to the optimal one. The goal is then to design an MWSSC solution without these drawbacks to duty cycle sensors for joint optimization of coverage and network lifetime in wireless sensor networks.
Our contributions are threefold: 1) the formulation of MWSSC problem for sensor activity scheduling for joint optimization of coverage and network lifetime, and the design of algorithms that provides a "-approximation solution to MWSSC, 2) the investigation of implementation issues, and 3) the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms. Here, " is application-specific. It can be determined by the threshold within which the missed information will not impact the reconstruction of the information field.
To solve MWSSC, we propose a truncated greedy algorithm TGA. We obtain an explicit performance guarantee of TGA, proving that the weight of set cover obtained by TGA is less than !ðCðOP T ÞÞð1 þ ln Þ þ N!, where !ðCðOP T ÞÞ is the weight of set cover found by optimal algorithm, and ! two constants only dependent on the problem itself, and N the number of sensor nodes. We then show that TGA can be easily modified to obtain a desired fully distributed version DTGA, where each sensor communicates only with sensors in its data correlation range (CR) instead of the whole network. We prove that DTGA finds the same submodular set cover as TGA.
We investigate the implementation issues of DTGA. One issue is how to model the correlations among data and to perform prediction. We introduce Gaussian process (GP) [13] , to model the intrinsic temporal-spatial correlations for a specific type of sensory data and, adopt Bayesian inference to make predictions [14] . Gaussian process offers a systematic framework for model learning and selection, and possesses many advantages such as easy interpretation of model predictions. It is fully specified by a mean and a covariance function. Based on the real temperature data collected from US national climatic data center (NCDC) [15] , we illustrate how to select and train a practical mean and covariance function. We also discuss other issues, e.g., network connectivity and communication cost, etc.
We perform real data experiments as well as simulations to verify our theoretical findings and demonstrate the advantages of DTGA. Real temperature data from US weather stations are incorporated to illustrate data modeling and demonstrate the effectiveness of DTGA. In addition, extensive simulation is conducted to evaluate the impacts of different parameters of covariance functions on the network lifetime under DTGA. Our simulation results show that DTGA can achieve a significantly longer network lifetime compared with the only existing competing algorithm [1] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We discuss existing work on coverage in Section 2. We formulate the MWSSC problem in Section 3. We propose a centralized truncated greedy algorithm to solve this problem in Section 4 and the distributed TGA, i.e., DTGA, in Section 5. We discuss some implementation issues in Section 6 and validate our algorithms through simulation in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
Coverage is a fundamental problem in WSNs. Traditional solutions adopt a perfect disc sensing model [16] . A point in the RoI is said to be covered by the sensor network if it falls into the sensing range of at least one sensor node. Deterministic solutions [17] , [18] , [19] has been investigated to deploy a minimum number of sensor nodes to ensure kðk ! 1Þ coverage as well as connectivity. As deterministic deployment could incur huge management and implementation cost, random deployment is more popular. Ongoing efforts [2] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] have been invested to conceive scheduling schemes to guarantee coverage and enhance energy efficiency. Tian and Georganas [20] calculated, by computational geometry, whether the sensing region of a sensor node is covered by the union sensing region of its neighbors, and proposed a coverage-preserving node scheduling scheme to duty cycle sensor nodes accordingly. This method was adopted and further developed in [9] , [24] . Zhang and Hou [2] considered joint coverage and connectivity problem, and indicated that full coverage of a convex region implies connectivity if the communication range is at least two times of sensing range. They also gave a set of optimality conditions for scheduling sensor nodes, by which a distributed algorithm was proposed.
Recent studies focus on some new performance metrics of coverage in specific applications. These studies neither assume a perfect disc sensing model or impose a conservative requirement of no coverage hole. One of the performance metrics is information coverage, which assumes a probabilistic sensing model [25] , [26] . A point (where an event may occur) is defined to be covered if the absolute value of the estimation error of received signals is less than a threshold. The concept of information coverage is further employed to design an efficient and robust barrier coverage in [26] . Balister et al. [8] introduced trap coverage in the applications of tracking, evaluating the coverage by a threshold, within which any moving object can be detected by the networks. They estimated the deployment density required to satisfy trap coverage if sensor nodes are deployed according to Poisson point process. He et al. [9] focused on applications of stochastic event capture and demonstrated for the first time that event dynamic can be exploited for sleep scheduling and significantly prolonging the network lifetime. Xing et al. [27] demonstrated that inclusion of data fusion can improve the coverage of the networks. They used false alarm rate P F and detection probability P D to determine whether a point is covered or not.
The most relevant work to ours presented here is [1] , which exploited the spatial correlation to select a subset of sensor nodes for efficient data gathering. However, it focused only on the spatial structure of sensory data, overlooking the spectrum of temporal dimension. Because it used linear regression to model the correlations, the results are hard to generalize and apply to other applications. In this paper, we address temporal-spatial correlation of data and adopt Gaussian process, a generalization of linear regression, to model the structure of sensory data. Gaussian process provides a systematic framework for model selection, and makes it easy to interpret the model predictions. Based on Gaussian process for prediction, we formulate the problem of minimum weight submodular set cover for energy-efficient coverage. Simulation results indicate that our approach can significantly extend the network lifetime compared with [1] .
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a wireless sensor network with N nodes densely deployed in a geographic region of interest. Without loss of generality, we will also use N as the set of sensor nodes throughout the rest of the paper. Each sensor node can collect sensory information about its surroundings and report the information to the sink node through multihop message relay. Initially, RoI is completely covered by the sensor network, and the full coverage can be verified through the existing work of coverage hole verification [28] . This is reasonable as sensors are densely deployed. Under this circumstance, there is no information loss about the RoI if we know the information gathered at every sensor node. Each sensor node i has a unique identifier ID i and a transmission range R t . It knows its own location through GPS or other localization techniques [29] .
The operation time of the WSN is divided into time slots. Due to the dense sensor deployment, there is wide existence of temporary and spatial correlations among sensory data [10] . Each sensor node i is associated with a random variable X i ; i 2 N, which denotes the values of sensory information at node i. Let C be a subset of N and X C denote a set of random variables indexed by sensor nodes in C, i.e., X C ¼ ðX i Þ i2C . A sensor node i has a correlation set R i ðtÞ composed of sensors whose data are currently spatially correlated with i at slot t. Denote the diameter of a correlation set R i ðtÞ by R i ðtÞ, which is defined as the largest distance between any two arbitrary nodes in R i ðtÞ. Let RðtÞ be the largest diameter of all R i ðtÞ, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N. Due to temporal correlation, data gathered by nodes in R i at slot t 0 ; t 0 ¼ t À 1; t À 2; . . . , may be correlated with that collected by node i at current slot t. Let R tc ðtÞ denote the largest number of past time slots, within which sensory data are considered to be correlated with that at current slot t. Hence, R i ðtÞ ¼ fR i ðtÞ; R i ðt À 1Þ; . . . ; R i ðt À R tc ðtÞÞg is the correlation set of node i. Let x i ðtÞ be the value of information gathered by sensor node i; i 2 N at time t. Obviously, x i ðtÞ is a sample value of X i at time t. If data sensed at node i can be inferred by data from its correlation set R i , i can be turned off without any degradation of coverage performance. Denote the entropy function by HðÁÞ. For a set of random variables X C (C ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; mg), HðX C Þ is the joint entropy, that is, From the perspective of information theory, x i ðtÞ can be inferred if and only if the conditional entropy
will approach zero. The smaller the entropy, the more we know about the unknown information.
We adopt the same energy consumption model as used in [30] . We assume each sensor node i 2 N has an initial energy of E i . Denote by l i ðtÞ the energy consumed at sensor node i before time slot t. At the beginning of each time slot, a node selection algorithm (NSA) is executed. Any sensor node selected by NSA should be active during the current slot while others may go to sleep. Without loss of generality, we further assume E i is an integer, and one unit energy will be depleted if the sensor is scheduled to be active at the slot. The network lifetime is defined as the number of time slots before the first sensor node in the network runs out of energy. We concentrate on how to conceive a NSA in order to maximize the network lifetime. Before formally formulating the problem, we give the following important definitions.
Definition 1 (Submodularity).
A set function f is submodular if and only if fðA [ SÞ À fðAÞ ! fðB [ SÞ À fðBÞ for any set S, A, B, satisfying A B.
According to [11] , entropy HðÁÞ is a submodular set function. For ease of presentation, we use HðCÞ instead of HðX C Þ to denote the entropy of X C when there is no confusion.
Definition 2 (Weight). Assume each sensor node i is associated with a weight w i , and A is a set of sensor nodes, then the weight of A is defined as
The weight of a sensor node i, w i , can be interpreted as the cost incurred when i is activated. In this paper, w i is a function of the residual energy of node i, e.g.,
where is a constant.
Definition 3 (Submodular set cover).
A subset C of N sensor nodes is a submodular set cover if and only if 1) any sensor node i; i 2 C, has a residual energy no less than 1 unit, and 2) HðCÞ ¼ HðNÞ. C is said to be "-approximation submodular set cover if the condition 2) is changed to HðCÞ ! HðNÞ À ".
With the definitions above, we formulate the minimum weight ("-approximation) submodular set cover (MWSSC/"-MWSSC) problem as follows: Definition 4 (MWSSC/"-MWSSC). Given a sensor network consisting of N nodes, each with a weight w i , the MWSSC/ "-MWSSC problem is to find a subset C of N with minimum aggregate weight, such that C is a ("-approximation) submodular set cover, i.e., 
Notice that, when " approaches zero, "-MWSSC approaches MWSSC. In the sequel, we mainly focus on "-MWSSC to give a general solution.
TRUNCATED GREEDY ALGORITHM
As proven in [12] , the general submodular set cover problem is NP-hard. Therefore, we focus on designing an efficient approximation algorithm to solve the minimum weight submodular set cover problem. Due to the monotonicity of submodular set function, greedy algorithm is a competitive candidate. However, existing proposed greedy algorithm has two significant drawbacks, which make it unsuited to apply in this paper. The first drawback is that general greedy algorithm is a centralized algorithm, and difficult to implement distributively. The second one is that it has an implicit, possibly unbounded performance ratio in terms of the obtained aggregate weight to the optimal one [12] .
We propose a centralized truncated greedy algorithm to overcome these drawbacks, with a minor performance degradation, i.e., TGA finds an "-approximation submodular set cover. We derive an explicit performance guarantee of TGA. In the next section, we modify TGA to obtain a distributed algorithm.
Let i ðAÞ ¼ HðA [ iÞ À HðAÞ. Denote by C k the submodular set that TGA finds at iteration k, S the set of sensor nodes that have decided to go to sleep. At each iteration k, TGA calculates i ðC kÀ1 Þ for every sensor i 2 N n C kÀ1 n S, removes the sensors who have i ðC kÀ1 Þ less than " N , and adds into set C k the sensors i k 2 N n C kÀ1 n S, satisfying
The algorithm terminates when set N n S n C k is empty or HðC k Þ ¼ HðNÞ. We sketch TGA in Algorithm 1.
if there are multiple nodes selected as i k , then let i k be the one with minimum ID;
3) if NnC k nS ¼ È or HðC k Þ ¼ HðNÞ, then let T ¼ k, stop and return C T ; otherwise go to step 2).
Remark. From the process of TGA, the total information loss HðNÞ À HðC T Þ can be bounded by
Therefore, TGA finds a "-approximation solution to MWSSC. The rationale of TGA is: if adding a sensor node into the submodular set cover hardly contributes to the increase of information about the RoI, we remove it from the candidate set. The algorithm has an advantage of avoiding (possibly) the extremely low-convergence rate of the algorithm. Below we will give a theoretical bound of the performance of TGA.
Proof. See detailed proof in [12] . . Denote the submodular set covers with minimum weight obtained by TGA and optimal algorithm, respectively, by CðT GAÞ and CðOP T Þ. We have the following Theorem:
Proof. Consider the following linear programming P 1 and its dual problem P 2 .
and
where C k , k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; T À 1, is the set cover obtained by TGA at iteration k, and
Due to the termination condition, i ðC T Þ, i 2 N, is either 0 or less than " N . Let k i be the iteration that satisfies
According to the greedy selection of 
The second inequality holds because of Lemma 1 and the fact of
1þln Â is a feasible solution of linear programming P 2 . Let Dð 1 1þln ÂÞ be the objective value of (3) corresponding to the feasible solution 1 1þln Â, !ðOP T 1 Þ and !ðOP T 2 Þ be the optimal values of Problem P 1 and P 2 , respectively. We have
On the other hand, the !ðC T Þ obtained by TGA is given by
The first inequality holds because HðC T Þ HðNÞ, and the fourth equation holds according to (4) .
Consider the following three linear integer programming problems:
i ðAÞy i ! HðNÞ À HðAÞ; A N y i 2 f0; 1g Denote the optimal solutions of P 3 , P 4 , and P 5 by OP T 3 , OP T 4 , and OP T 5 , respectively. Obviously, P 2 is a relax of P 3 , leading to !ðOP T 2 Þ !ðOP T 3 Þ. For A N,
from which we get
Combining (5) and (6), the proof completes. t u
DISTRIBUTED TGA (DTGA)
The proposed TGA in the previous section is a general centralized algorithm, which is impractical due to the decentralized nature of WSNs. In this section, we introduce a distributed truncated greedy algorithm, obtaining the same set of submodular set cover as TGA for the MWSSC problem. At the beginning of each time slot, DGTA is executed to select a submodular set cover from all functional sensor nodes. The selected nodes are activated in the current slot, while other nodes can be turned off. Denote by C i the subset of R i that has already decided to be active, S i the subset of R i that has decided to go to sleep. Let # N and transmits a SLEEP message to nodes in R i ; otherwise it transmits a message including # i and ID i to nodes in R i . Upon receiving the decision message from nodes in R i , sensor node i first adds node j into S i if it receives a SLEEP message from j, and then compares its # i with # j , j 2 R i n ðC i [ S i Þ. If its # i is the only smallest, or if its # i is the minimum and it has a minimum ID, then it sends an ACTIVE message to the nodes in R i n ðC i [ S i Þ; otherwise, it keeps silent. This process continues until each node has decided to be either ACTIVE or SLEEP. We sketch DTGA in Algorithm 2. 
and it has a minimum ID in the set # i , then i marks itself ACTIVE, and sends an ACTIVE message to nodes in R i nðS i [ C i Þ; d) each sensor node i receives messages from nodes in R i nðS i [ C i Þ, and updates its C i ¼ C i [ j if it receives an ACTIVE message from node j; 3) if every node has marked itself either ACTIVE or SLEEP, then terminate; otherwise go to step 2).
Remarks. 1) At the beginning of each time slot t, DTGA will be executed to select a submodular set cover. Each sensor node knows which sensor node in its correlation set is selected to be active at past time slots, and the information can be automatically included for prediction. Therefore, although each sensor node i has a correlation set R i , it only needs to communicate with nodes in its spatial correlation set R i . The inclusion of temporal correlation does not bring any extra communication cost, and 2) In DTGA, each sensor node makes its decision according to local information, overcoming the drawback of global communications. Hence, DTGA is a distributed algorithm.
Theorem 2. Given the same weights ! i for i 2 N and data correlation model, TGA and DTGA produce the same submodular cover set. . . . ; n. Without loss of generality, we still use C 1 and C 2 to denote the sorted sets. We have the following two observations:
1. # value of each node i is an increasing function of time, i.e., #
, then u i should be selected by DTGA earlier than u j , i.e., k ui < k uj . The first observation is valid as ui ðC i Þ is a decreasing function of time. We can get the second observation by contradiction. If k u j k u i , by observation 1), we have # . Hence at time k u j , node u i should be selected instead of u j according to DTGA, which violates the assumption. In the following, We show C 1 ¼ C 2 .
We first show C 1 ¼ C 2 when C 1 C 2 or C 2 C 1 . If C 2 C 1 , TGA will terminate when it obtains C 2 as C 2 is already a "-approximation submodular set cover. Hence, C 1 ¼ C 2 in this case. When C 1 C 2 , consider the time k umþ1 when DTGA selects the node u mþ1 . As
. . . ; v m ¼ u m , node u mþ1 has the same set of C umþ1 at k umþ1 by DTGA as that by TGA, thus # umþ1 under two algorithms are the same. According to TGA, the algorithm terminates only when j ðC m Þ < " N , j 2 N n C m . Therefore, node u mþ1 should not be selected in the set C 2 , which violates the fact u mþ1 2 C 2 . Hence,
Let j be the first index that satisfies v j 6 ¼ u j . We now show C 1 ¼ C 2 when C 1 6 C 2 and C 2 6 C 1 , by demonstrating that # vj > # uj or # uj > # vj cannot hold. As v l ¼ u l , l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; j À 1, # kv j 1;vj ¼ # ku j 2;vj . TGA should select u j instead of v j when # v j > # u j as TGA is a centralized algorithm. Therefore, # vj > # uj cannot hold and we only consider # v j < # u j . If v j 2 R u j , in the DTGA, v j should be selected earlier than u j , violating the fact that u j is selected earlier than v j . So v j 6 2 R uj . In TGA, at time k vj , vj ðC kv j Þ is larger than ! N as it is not selected by the algorithm before k v j . In DTGA, at least one sensor node should be selected to make vj < ! N . We note that v j cannot be selected. This is because # 2;vj < # 2;uj and C 2 is increasingly sorted by #. Assume node u l is the first node in R v j selected by DTGA at time k ul , and thus # which violating the assumption # 1;v j < # 2;u j .
Therefore, we get # v j ¼ # u j , which correspondingly leads to the conclusion of v j ¼ u j . The proof completes. t u
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In this section, we discuss the implementation issues of DTGA, which follows the procedure: 1. model data correlation and perform prediction, 2. detect the termination of network lifetime, 3. guarantee network connectivity, and 4. discuss about the communication cost of DTGA.
Correlation Modeling and Prediction
We discuss how to model data correlation and perform prediction for inactive sensor nodes, based on which the conditional entropy function is derived.
Gaussian process is widely applied for model selection and prediction [31] . It is fully decided by a mean function MðxÞ and a covariance function Kðx; x 0 Þ (See [13] for large collection of existing literatures on covariance functions).
When a Gaussian process with some hyperparameters are selected for an application, the next step is to train the model, i.e., to specify the parameters in the selected mean and covariance functions in the light of available data. The basic idea is to choose hyperparameters that best fit the available data. Similar to maximum likelihood estimation, the log marginal likelihood function, denoted by L, can be used to evaluate the probability of fitness [14] L ¼ log Prðf f x jx x; PÞ ¼ À0:5 log jKj À 0:5ðf
where x x and f f x are the input variables and output values of available data, respectively, P are the hyperparameters, is mean values of f f x , and K is the covariance matrix of x x.
Since L is a function of hyperparameters P, by maximizing L based on its partial derivatives, we can get the values of P
where P M and P K denote the hyperparameters of the mean and covariance functions, respectively. Proper hyperparameters P can be obtained from (7) and (8), possibly with the help of a numerical optimization method, e.g., conjugate gradients. We now show how to perform prediction by Gaussian process. Denote f D the function values of the known variable set x x D , and f Ã the values of unknown variables x x Ã . A good property of Gaussian process is that the posterior distribution for a specific set of unknown variables conditioned on a given variable set is still a Gaussian process [14] 
where Remarks. 1) Equations (10) and (11) [11] . Therefore, by using Gaussian process, the conditional entropy j ðAÞ in Algorithms 1 and 2 is very easy to calculate.
Network Lifetime
At initiation, all the sensor nodes are turned on. They sense information from the geographic RoI and route it through a multihop path to the sink node, where all the collected data are used to train a Gaussian process. The sink node broadcasts the Gaussian process model to the network, which is used by each sensor node to build its own R i . Then, each sensor node sends its location information and ID to the nodes in R i . A synchronization technique, e.g., [32] , is adopted to synchronize the entire network, and wake up the sleep node in the current time slot at the beginning of next time slot. At the beginning of each time slot, DTGA is executed to activate a subset of sensor nodes until the network lifetime is declared to be terminated.
According to the definition of network lifetime, the network terminates when one sensor node runs out of energy. With the operation of the network, some nodes fail due to factors such as hardware failure or energy depletion.
The network can be considered to be working as long as the remaining sensor nodes can guarantee no information loss about RoI. We adopt the most frequently used definition of network lifetime to show a theoretical lower bound of network operation time. Under this definition, each sensor can detect the termination of network when at least one of its neighbors is dead.
Network Connectivity
By using a process similar to [2] , the submodular set cover selected by DTGA is also a connected cover when R t ! 2R. However, this cannot always hold in practice. When R is much larger than R t , connectivity cannot be guaranteed.
There are two approaches to deal with the connectivity issue. First, each sensor node stores its collected data in its memory and transmits the data to the sink node at the beginning of next time slot. Since all sensor nodes will be activated to execute DTGA at this moment, the network is connected. The second approach is to activate more sensor nodes as relay nodes to ensure connectivity. Approximation algorithms for Steiner tree problem [33] can be introduced to select relay nodes, after DTGA is executed to get a submodular set cover. The first approach can avoid selecting more sensor nodes, while the second one can transmit data to the sink node with less delay. With respect to application requirement, one approach can be selected to address the connectivity problem.
Communication Cost
The communication cost for each sensor node i during the execution of DTGA at the beginning of each time slot depends on the cardinality of correlation set R i . When the correlation diameter R i of sensor node i is large, i has more chance to go to sleep, thus longer lifetime. However, this gives arise to huge communication cost needed to execute DTGA, since nodes in R i can be node i's kðk ! 2Þ-hops neighbors. At the beginning of each time slot, each sensor node i has to exchange messages with nodes in R i through multiple hops. Therefore, the correlation set R i for each node i should be carefully determined in order to trade-off between longer lifetime chance and larger communication cost.
There are two ways to determine the correlation set for each sensor node i. First, it is to use correlation coefficient. In GP, the correlation coefficient between sensor nodes i and j, denoted by c ij , can be determined from the covariance function KðÁ; ÁÞ. Using c ij , node i can decide whether j is in its correlation set R i : j is in R i if c ij ! th, where th is a constant threshold. The other way is to use spatial distance to decide if a sensor node j is in the correlation set of sensor node i. For example, we can use R ¼ 2R t as a threshold, within which two sensors are considered highly correlated.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we use real data collected from US National Climatic Data Center [15] to perform data modeling and algorithm evaluation. We also conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the algorithm performance under various parameter settings.
Evaluation Using Real Data
We use the average temperature of each day in year 2008 collected from 224 weather stations in US to test data modeling and prediction in DTGA. The location of these stations are marked in Fig. 1a (both blue and red squares) . Without loss of generality, we transform latitudes and longitudes of the stations into intervals ½0; 90 and ½0; 180 by subtracting two constants, respectively. We get the monthly average temperature of each station to train the correlation model, and the annually average temperatures are depicted in Fig. 1b .
To facilitate data modeling, we need to find proper mean and covariance functions to specify a Gaussian process. From Fig. 1b , we can see that the annually average temperature at each weather station is roughly a decreasing function of the latitude. We adopt the mean function as follows:
where x x ¼ ðt; x 1 ; x 2 Þ, x 1 and x 2 correspond to the longitude and latitude of a weather station. For covariance function, we use rational quadratic covariance function to model the temporal as well as spatial correlations [13] , i.e.,
Kðx x
where d 1 ðt 0 ; t 00 Þ ¼ jt 0 À t 00 j, and d 2 is the shorter surface distance between two points on the earth.
We use the training process described in Section 6.1 to get the prior Gaussian process. The obtained parameters of mean and covariance functions are a 1 ¼ 0:0398, a 2 ¼ À0:2393, We proceed to validate the efficiency of our proposed DTGA algorithm. To do this, we regard each weather station as a sensor node, from which we have a wireless sensor network with a temporal and spatial correlation model. We set the transmission range between two sensor nodes to be R t ¼ 0:7 Â 10 6 m. We find that temporal and spatial correlations between sensor nodes are very high. Hence, we adopt the second approach discussed in Section 6, i.e., use spatial distance, to decide the correlation set for each sensor node. Hereafter, unless otherwise stated, we set R tc ¼ 3; R i ¼ 2R t , 8i 2 N, to trade-off the benefits of correlations and communication cost.
We run DTGA within MATLAB, using real data to validate the efficiency of DTGA algorithm. Since we have obtained monthly average temperature at each weather location, we can regard each month as a time slot. At the beginning of each time slot, DTGA is executed, and the selected sensor nodes are activated in the current slot. We calculate prediction values of inactive sensor nodes by using the data of active sensor nodes in current and last three slots (when t ¼ 1, only data of current active nodes are used). More than one third of sensor nodes in the experiments can be turned off to save energy without degrading the sensing performance at each time slot. Due to space limitation, we only take the algorithm results in the forth slot (the first slot that can exploit data correlations of previous three slots and current slot). In Fig. 1a , the active sensor nodes (weather stations) are marked in red squares and inactive sensor nodes in blue squares. The corresponding prediction errors are plotted in Fig. 2 , from which we can see that the prediction error at each inactive sensor node is very small. Although a large number of sensor nodes are turned off, the sensing quality of the network is almost not degraded. The average prediction errors at each slot are summarized in Table 1 . Obviously, the average prediction error at any slot (1-12) of each inactive sensor node is less than 0.75. All these validate the efficiency of DTGA. 
Evaluation through Simulation
In the previous section, we evaluated the algorithm performance using real data with fixed parameters. In this section, we shall demonstrate the algorithm performance over different network settings and correlation parameters.
Let n ¼ 100 sensor nodes be deployed to a ½0; 50 Â ½0; 50 (longitude Â latitude) area according to uniform distribution. We set initial energy of each sensor node to be 50 slots. One slot energy will be consumed if a sensor node is active at one time slot. We use the first strategy for connectivity mentioned in Section 6. The constant in the weight ! i is set to be e, i.e., the natural base. We use the same mean and covariance functions as specified in (12) and (13), but with different values of parameters. First, we vary the spatial correlation range R sc to be R t , 2R t , 3R t , 4R t , and 5R t , meanwhile other parameters are fixed. Other simulation settings are the same as those in Section 7.1. We run the simulations for each setting 100 times to eliminate the random deviation, and the corresponding network lifetimes are plotted in Fig. 3a . From this figure, we see that the network lifetime increases with the spatial correlation range. This is because as the correlation range becomes larger, each sensor node in the network will have more correlation neighbors (see Fig. 3b ), thus more chance to be inactive. However, as aforementioned in Section 6, the communication cost will also increase due to increased Average Number of Nodes in the spatial Correlation set under different Ranges (ANNCR). Therefore, in practice, the correlation range should be carefully chosen to trade-off the benefit of correlation and communication cost.
We run simulations for different R tc . Similarly, we vary R tc from 1 to 5 and obtain the corresponding network lifetime and ANNCR, which are plotted in Fig. 4 . With the increase of temporal correlation range R tc , the network lifetime increases. This is reasonable, as the larger the temporal correlation range, the more data that can be exploited for prediction. Note that at the same time the average number of neighbors does not increase. Hence, it is more effective to exploit temporal correlation to prolong the network lifetime than spatial correlation, as there is less communication cost.
We vary , , and from 1 to 5, in the covariance function (13), respectively, and perform simulations 100 times for each case to get the average network lifetime. The results are plotted in Fig. 5 . We can see that the network lifetime decreases exponentially when parameter increases linearly. As is the standard deviation of each variance in Gaussian process, the larger the , the more sensor nodes are needed to predict the temperatures of an inactive node, thus less network lifetime. In addition, the network lifetime is an increasing function of parameters and . This is due to the fact that parameters and indicate to what extent the correlation is between two sensors in the rational quadratic covariance function.
To demonstrate the advantages of our proposed algorithm, we compare the network lifetime obtained by DTGA with that of existing approaches. To the best of our knowledge, [1] is the only one related to our work. In [1] , a linear predictive model is proposed to model the data correlation. Due to the limitation of linear predictive model, it is very difficult to model the temporal correlation. As mentioned in [14] , using Gaussian process for prediction can be thought as a "generalized linear regression" (GLR), thus can obtain better results than linear predictive model does. We denote algorithm of using Gaussian process for prediction without exploiting temporal correlation by GLR, and compare DTGA with GLR. If the performance obtained by DTGA is better than GRL, it is surely better than the linear predictive model in [1] . To give a fair comparison, we run two algorithms under the same network setting. The results are plotted in Fig. 6 . We can see that the network lifetime under DTGA is about 160 time slots, almost two times of the network lifetime of GLR. Therefore, by exploiting temporal correlation, network lifetime can be significantly lengthened. We plot the total number of active sensor nodes at each slot in Fig. 6 . Obviously, DTGA obtains a much less number of active sensors at each slot, which is the main reason that DTGA can yield a much longer network lifetime than GRL.
CONCLUSION
We have studied the coverage problem in wireless sensor networks. As there are typically temporal and spatial correlations among the data sensed by different sensor nodes, we exploit such data correlations and leverage prediction to prolong the network lifetime. The issue has been formulated as a minimum weight submodular set cover problem. We proposed a truncated greedy algorithm with a theoretical performance guarantee to solve it. We modified TGA into a distributed algorithm, DTGA, and proved that these two algorithms obtain the same set cover. The implementation issues such as network connectivity and communication cost are extensively discussed. Real data experiments as well as simulations were conducted to show the advantage of DTGA over existing generalized linear regression algorithms and evaluate the impacts of different parameters of covariance function on the network lifetime. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
